
Our Vision
To be the hands and feet of Jesus in Ukraine - today in the moment of crisis; tomorrow in the post-war restoration. Each 
WeCare Center is led by a local team that includes a Director, Operations Administrator, and Chaplain. They work with many 
area volunteers, receive ongoing training from the Institute for Leadership and Coaching, and are guided by BMA Values. 

WeCare Centers
A NEW MODEL FOR COLLABORATION IN UKRAINE

Help for today – Hope for tomorrow
Many Ukrainians remain in their homes despite missile and artillery attacks. But hundreds of thousands from the intense 
war zones have left their homes seeking safety in other parts of the country. These internally displaced people (IDPs) are 
mainly women and children who have few options for meeting their personal, housing, or employment needs.

Biblical
Love God 

and love our 
neighbors

Missional
Express love by 
being of service  

to all people

Accountable
Fulfill our responsibilities 
to God and others with 
wisdom and integrity

BMA 
Values



WeCare Centers:  
Essential to alleviate suffering now 
Crucial to restore post-war Ukraine

With leadership and oversight from UBTS, local Ukrainian leaders have mobilized 
resources in their communities and from abroad, creating 17 WeCare Centers to 
cope with the war’s impact and the influx of IDPs. 

Each WeCare Center provides humanitarian aid, trauma counseling, and childcare 
along with other vital services most needed in each specific community.

A unique opportunity
Supporting WeCare Centers that are locally managed with training and 
oversight by UPF/UBTS to ensure integrity and effectiveness is a unique 
opportunity for philanthropic minded people to maximize the impact of  
their gifts to Ukraine. 

While all gifts are welcome, we hope many donors will consider a  
multi-year commitment, which enables us to make strategic decisions  
about resource allocation. 

Thank you. 
Please continue to pray for a miracle in Ukraine.

About Us
Ukraine Partnership Foundation (UPF) exists to help raise up dynamic 
Christian leaders in Ukraine.

Ukrainian Baptist Theological Seminary (UBTS) provides certificate, 
undergraduate and graduate training to develop qualified Christian leaders.

WeCare Centers unite churches, businesses, and local government to help 
alleviate the pain of the war.

Ukraine Partnership Foundation  
PO Box 671 
Chesterfield, MO 63006-0671 

We Care Center Locations

Learn more or donate at: upfmissions.org 

As of June 2023, WeCare 
Centers are supported by:

101 partner churches 
and organizations

380 Ukrainian 
volunteers

They have served 
112,000+ people.


